
 

 

 

 

 

Hello brian 330Cic it appears that you have not posted on the Bimmerfest forums in several weeks, why not take a few moments to ask a question, help 
provide a solution or just engage in a conversation with another member in any one of our forums? We appreciate your help in making bimmerfest the best 
online BMW community! 

Welcome, brian 330Cic. You last visited: Yesterday at 07:42 AM 
Private Messages: Unread 0, Total 0. 
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The E36 chassis 3-Series BMW was a huge hit among driving enthusiasts from the first moment the car hit the pavement. The E36 won numerous awards over 
the years it was produced and is still a favorite of many BMW enthusiasts to this day! -- View the E36 Wiki  
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View My Garage 

Notes on DIY Replacing Blower Motor on E36  

Howdy, 
 
I wanted to tell the short tale of replacing my blower motor. Recently, I had a mechanic diagnose the reason I had no heat / AC as being because the blower 
motor was out. This is a quoted $700 repair, as the part is $300 + 4 hours of work. 
 
I decided to DIY with my brother who is a little handy but by no means a car expert. I know computers that's about it. 
 
We used two guides:  
 
http://www.dvatp.com/bmw/diy/hvac_blower/ 
and 
http://www.sqbimmer.com/dump/e36_blower_motor/ 
 
We mostly used the first but the second was also helpful. I can vouch for what these guides say which is that if you have the time and the tools, just about 
anyone can do this. It is scary to remove the windshield wiper assembly. It is also not easy to get the motor in and out. We were however, able to remove and 
replace the fan without removing the squirrell cages. 
 
Some specific additional hints for the procedure: 
 
1. Have a big table and lay out each part with a piece of tape numbering the step. Use tape to keep the screws and bolts together. 
 
2. The clips on the air flow cover really do pop off, be careful or you'll lose something very hard to replace. You really do need a magnet wand in order to get all 
the parts off without dropping them into the engine area.  
 
3. The squirrell cages on a new blower motor can be moved closer to the center by simply tapping the center plastic area with your ratchet. Make sure the 
overall width of the device is the same as the one you pull out before you try getting into its seated position. If the squirrell cages are too far apart they will rub 
on the plastic fan housing on each side which will confuse you and stress you out. 
 
4. You don't need a Bentley manual to do this. You do want to have someone to help out and hold and hand you stuff. Get your kid or a pal to help you out and 
keep things going, because if you're not used to DIY car repair and you are generally not an under the hood person the moral support will help a lot. 
 
5. Lastly, but most importantly, MAKE SURE THE PROBLEM IS NOT THE RESISTOR (FINAL STAGE UNIT). After all of our work, we got the new part in and the 
darn thing didn't spin. As far as I know, the problem is actually the resistor, even though my symptoms seemed to match up with a motor failure. :P  
 
I want to thank my brother who went through this with me today, and was a good sport when it turned out this wasn't the problem. We learned a lot about the 
front end of my car--though I hope I never have to get in there again. The moral of the story is that this is doable by normal people, but you had better hope 
tha this is the problem, and you should not rely on a mechanic to do the diagnosis. Try the resistor first. 
 
Regards, 
 
Rob  

Last edited by jetsetter; 08-26-2009 at 04:41 PM.  
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Secret Brotherhood of Lateral G Force - Member #8 

Member of the Non-M Bumper by Choice Club  

Quote: 

    

Originally Posted by bimmerbarbie   

Dude it kills me! I stare longingly at my car when I walk outside and then I pet it and apologize. 
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Either this forum must have a problem with fake users or this is a joke. Good one!  

 
Regardless, we did take a bunch of photos of the process because it felt kind of epic. I do consider it a success, because we took it apart and put it back 
together and had some beers while listening to Chuck Berry. Could have been a worse day. 
 
I'm hopeful the resistor replacement tomorrow fixes the AC. I took a few photos with my iphone, we have our whole workspace photographed on my bro's 
digital camera. 
 
The OEM replacement I bought didn't have different colors for the two sides.  

 
My bro working it in. We did not need to remove or break the squirrel cages on either motor. There was room on my 97 e36 after tieing back that set of 
electrical harnesses. The guides suggested it was not possible without breaking them on the way out or removing and replacing the cages putting them in. 
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Here's a shot from inside the blower motor area looking to the side area and out it shows how tight that area is. 
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Awesome write up   

__________________ 
18" MV Alloys. AC Schnitzer exhaust. CCFL Angel eyes. 6500K HID's. Rogue Engineering RSM's. EBC Turbo discs and Greenstuff Pads. Retro fit dimming mirror. 
M style indicator wing mirrors. Carbon Fibre GT splitter. Carbon kidneys grills. Alpine IDA-X001 Ipod headunit. M3 leather gaitors. M pedals. Illuminated M 
gearshift. Reiger rear spoiler. Shark fin. 
www.forum.edirty6.com  
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Hahahahahaha . 

 
Thx for the photos and the write up .  
__________________ 
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Secret Brotherhood of Lateral G Force - Member #8 

Member of the Non-M Bumper by Choice Club  

Quote: 

    

Originally Posted by bimmerbarbie   

Dude it kills me! I stare longingly at my car when I walk outside and then I pet it and apologize. 
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Thanks for the write up Brohamad. 
I'm dreading having to do this but occasionally hear that dreaded squeal which means i'm going to be balls deep into this DIY soon. Thanks again!  
__________________ 
M-tech Bumper, OE M mouldings, Mirrors, OE Motorsport DS2 staggereds, gauge rings, Mobil 1 Euro Formula, K&N Panel in debaffled Box, Meguiars Detail, Proud Texas Plates in Sunny Mexico  
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__________________ 
DDM Smoked Corners, Sides, Tails / K&N FIPK2 / CXRacing All Aluminum Radiator w Aluminum Shroud and Electric Fan / Stewart Components Waterpump / 
Aluminum Tstat Housing / SamcoSport Coolant Hoses / Fan Delete Mod - 14" Electric Pull Fan / UBERGROUND Battery Cable / NGK Ir.IX Plugs / Royal Purple 
Fluids for; Engine, Differential, Transmission, Power Steering. 
.

 
Awaiting Installment; DDM Coilovers / SPC Adj. Rear Control Arms 
MEMBER OF THE MOST EXCLUSIVE SECRET CLUB ON THE 'FEST  
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 Update: AC FIXED! 
 

I can't believe it, I have AIR AGAIN! 
 
We replaced the resistor (final stage) unit this morning in about 25 minutes. The part was $91.01 with tax at the Herb Chambers dealership in Allston, MA. 
 
I couldn't believe how easy this was compared to the blower motor changeout. I wish I had ignored the mechanic's diagnosis and done more research and tried 
this first before going through that process yesterday. 
 
Here's a photo of the stock resistor side by side with the replacement part the new one has more spikes and looks shinier. 
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MMMMMMMMMMMM that looks yuuuummmyy 
 

 
Well done mate   
__________________ 
DDM Smoked Corners, Sides, Tails / K&N FIPK2 / CXRacing All Aluminum Radiator w Aluminum Shroud and Electric Fan / Stewart Components Waterpump / 
Aluminum Tstat Housing / SamcoSport Coolant Hoses / Fan Delete Mod - 14" Electric Pull Fan / UBERGROUND Battery Cable / NGK Ir.IX Plugs / Royal Purple 
Fluids for; Engine, Differential, Transmission, Power Steering. 
.

 
Awaiting Installment; DDM Coilovers / SPC Adj. Rear Control Arms 
MEMBER OF THE MOST EXCLUSIVE SECRET CLUB ON THE 'FEST  
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Thanks for the info it really helps the rest of us.  

Last edited by rlabair; 08-29-2009 at 08:42 AM. Reason: question answered  
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I've done this and one thing I can add is that it is 10 times easier to remove the fan blades and put the motor in. I tried for a day to get the fan in without doing 
this and had no luck. To remove the blades try some power lube. Maybe ever a stronger penetrating oil. press them together once in place. 
 
93 325i  
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